MONTE CARLO SAMPLI NG FROM NON-NOR~L DI STRIBUTIONS
In the previous chapter it was decided to characterize nonnormality by the skewness of the observed variables and by categorizing these variables. In this chapter a numerical solution is presented how to generate the sample covariance matrices S of such discrete and skew variables, while at the same time the true population covariance matrix L is known and has a specified structure. Before going into the technical details of such procedures, a theoretical discussion of two possible strategies in treating the non-normal case is given in section 6 . 1. It will be seen that the true structural model can either hold for unobserved latent variables or for the observed variables and that a choice has to be made between these two approaches. In section 6.4 an overviewof the procedure for non-normal observations is given.
It should be stressed that throughout this chapter the concept " latent variable " denotes an unobserved normally distributed variabie , which has a non-l i near relation to the observed variabie due to a specific categorization of that latent variabie . In section 6.2 the relationship between the latent variables and the observed variables is mathematically specified. At this place the reader should ' note the difference . between this new concept and the latent variables in the LISREL-model, which are tied to the observed variables by linear relationships of the type y fI n + E: or x = fI ç; + IS . [cf (2.2) and
The idea of an underlying normal variabie which corresponds to a classified, discrete observed variabie can be traced back to the work of Karl Pearson (1901) . He suggested the tetrachoric correlation coefficient as a measure of bivariate normal correlation. Although
Pearson liked the mathematical niceties of bivariate normal dis tributions he was worried from the start about the real life situation, where skew and discrete variables frequently occurred (Pearson, 1895 (Pearson, , 1913 . Generalization of the tetrachoric correlation coefficient to more than two classes in the observed variables leads to the polychoric correlation coefficient. Recent work on polychoric correlation is discussed by Olsson (1979a) ,who also derived asymptotic covariance 134 matrices for estimates of polychoric correlations.
. 1 Consideri ng the true model
Some of the ideas which led to our solution of the non-normal sampling problem arose from Olsson's (1978) dissertation, where a study on the robustness of factor analysis against crude classification of the observations is reported (see also Olsson, 1979b case a : an approach in which the structural model holds for the observed non-normal variables, and case b : an approach in which the structural model is true with respect to the latent variables.
The differences between both approaches will be treated now.
Let us assume th at there are functional relationships G i between latent continuous variables ç~ which cannot be observed L directly, and observed variables zi (i = I, ... , k). It is furthermore assumed that the vector ç* has a multivariate standard normal distribution, while z has some non-normal multivariate distribution. The non-normal distributions of zi might be any non-normal distributions, continuous as weIl as discrete; variables zi might be numerically discrete, ordinal as weIl as nominal.
Next, since ç* is standardized, let us denote the correlation matrix of the latent variables ~* by L* and that of the observed variables ~ by ~, while the sample covariance matrix (which might be a correlation matrix) based on the observed scores is ~. The basis for the two different approaches thus lies in the answer to 135 the question whether E* or E satisfies the struc tura l equation model under study . Each approach has consequences for a possible structural analysis a nd for the design in a robustness study; these will be discussed in more detail now.
Case a
If the true model is satisfied by ~, and a LISREL-analysis is perforrned on the basis of ê,a wrong procedure is used, because the observed variables have a non-norrnal distribution while the maximum likelihood procedure expects a multivariate normal distribution. Here the latent variables do not play any role of iluportance. In effect, if the multivariate distribution function of the true observed variables would be known (at least for numerical variables) maximum likelihood estimation procedures might be derived. The only problem that remains for a robustness study, if this approach would be chosen, is how to sample from which multivariate distribution, given ~. I n sections 6.2 and 6 . 3 it will be seen that specific functional relationships between ~ and ~ can be chosen to solve the sampling problem if E is the true model.
Case b
If, however, the true model is satisfied by ~*,and again a LISRELanalysis is carried out on the basis of the sample covariance matrix S of non-normal variables,the main handicap is that the model is true for the latent variables and not for the observed non-normal variables. Given that E* = A *~* A*' + ~* specifies the true factor analysis model, and given the estimate E* based on ê (multivariate non-normal variables), by using the LISREL-procedure a solution must be found for the problem how to obtain random samples from a discrete multivariate distribution with a specified ~. In the next sections it will be seen that there is a conditional solution to this problem.
It was therefore decided th at in our robustness study the true model would hold for the observed non-normal variablesj the structural model would be satisfied by ~, not by ~*. This decision can be summariz ed by saying that it was decided to choose M(~I~,MND) = L as the estimation procedure for the non-normal case (in fact case a).
So far the discussion was rather general. We did neither specify the functional relationship between 5* and z, nor the non-normality of z in distributional t'erms. This was postponed in an attempt to illustrate that the problems discussed are indeed of a general kind, not restricted to discrete observations alone. Our choice for discrete skew variables has empirical grounds, which were treated in chapter 5
This choice now has to be made explicit in an operational procedure how to sample froma non-normal distribution with specified ~.
Before that problem is dealt with in the following sections, two final points should be made here. Fi rs t , the observed variables which are chosen are assumed to be discr ete (or discretized), numerical variable s with sample covariance matrix S. In section 6.2 it will be seen that for the non-normal case the observed values have been assigned discrete values, which happen to be non-negative integers (see page 141 ). It would also be possible to assume that the variables are ordinal, or nominal, but there is one reason why we did not do so. normal, or whether they are not, or leave it . In applied situations one can undoubtedly think of different analytical methods M which can be used, depending on the theoretical and observed characteristics of variables, of the availability of programs which mayor may not be suited for non-normal variables, and which mayor may not assume specific distributional properties . It is up to the user with his theoretical knowled ge of the variables under study, whether latent normal variables are assumed or whether they are not .
2 The reZations hi p between Zatent and observed var iab Ze s
For the univariate case there are relatively easy methods for generating non-normal distributions with a controlled degree of skewness and kurtosis (Fleishman, 1978) . However, the introduction of non-normality into a multivariate distribution makes it difficult, especially when the number of variables is larger than two and a specified covariance structure is desired.
Ideally, we would generate random multinomial deviates from a multivariate multinomial distr i bution with population covariance structure L. To our knowledge there are no subroutines available in statistical computer libraries which can handle this, like the IMSLroutines used for the normal, small sample case . 50 we must either make such a program of our own, which might be tedious, or find another solution, which we did.
The problem was attacked by specifying the relationship between latent variables ç* and observed variables z . Once more, the only role of ç* in what follows is that it is of help in finding a solution for the non-normal sampling problem. First , together with the basic concepts some notation will be introduced, partly following Olsson (1978) for reasons of analogy and efficiency.
In the following it is assumed that there is a relationship between a latent continuous variable çi, which cannot be observed directly, and an observed discrete variabie zi (i=l, . .. , k) . It is furthermore assumed that each çi has a standard normal distribution . From now on, for reasons of simplicity in most notations the index i is omitted as (6. I)
As has been stated previously, the main eharaeteristies of the observed variables we want to use are the skewness y and the number of eategories e (or its number of thresholds r = e-I). It ean be understood that we want to speeify y and e for eaeh variabie under study. Thus, first of all we need a family of distributions whieh ean be manipulated on e eategories and in whie h th e s kewne ss y ean be ef fiei ently rnodified.
More or less arbitrarily it was ehosen to eharaeterize the distribution of z as a binomial di s tribution . That is the reason why non-negative integers have been assigned to z; the value of an observation depends on the eategory in whieh it falls.
It may be elarifying to see how the skewness and the kurtosis fluetuate as a funetion of the parameters rand p of a binomial distribution. These relations are e xe mplified in Table 6 .1 for a number of eategories ranging from two to seven, whieh is the range used in our robustness design (see ehapter 7). Table 6 .1.
In Figure 6 .1 the probabilities Ps are thus defined by the binomial probability distribution:
where rand pare the parameters of the binomial B(r,p) distribution.
In order for z to have the same s kewness with a varying number (6.2) of eategories, the parameter p was adapted to the number of eategories.
Results are then eomparable for different values of e.
The parameter p is thus a funetion of rand y • For given rand y , p ean be solved from which is the skewness of the B(r,p) distribution.
Now the binomial probabilities P can be computed, which clearly s dep end on the number of categories and the skewness of variabie z.
In Figure 6 . 1 the only unknown quantities are the thresholds T S ' For given P l(s=l, ... ,r) they can be computed by the inverse standard normals~istribution function: TI = ~-I(PO)' The bivariate situation is illustrated in Figure 6 . 2, where zi has four categories and z. has three categories . From (6.5) and (6 . 7) one thus obtains the relationship be tween l:* and ~, where l:* is the correlation matrix of latent variables ç* and l: that of observed variables z . This relationship will be basic for the next section, where it will be reversed. In our Monte Carlo study we need to compute ~* , given that the structural equation model is satisfied by ~ ,which is fully known. In this se c tion it was shown how to compute ~ given ~*. Unfortunately, it is not possible to calculate ~* given ~ in a straight forward way. In section 6.3 an iterative procedure is described by which this problem can be solved.
(6.4)
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3 The numericaZ soZution
In section 6 . 1 it was decided th at for the non-normal case the true population model should hold for the multivariate multinomial variables . In the previous section a specified relationship between l: * and ~ was formulated, taking discreteness and skewness into account.
The solution of the problem how to solve the sampling pro cess from a mul~ivariate multinomial distribution with a true model ~ can shortly be described as follows: take random samples from a multivariate normal distribution with ~* corresponding to the true population model l: .
The solution looks simple, but as will be seen (page 147) it is not without restrictions. The advantage of our proposal is that the basic generation of random deviates is exactly the same as for the normal, small sample case, making results at least comparable in that r es pec t.
In order to compute l: * corresponding to a given l: a Fortran computer program cal led NONNOR was written by the author (Boomsma, 1980b) . The algorithm, which in its simplified form is shown in 146 ') Figure 6 .3, ean be summarized as follows .
I . Given that E s a tisfies a LISREL-model, start with ~O = ~, and given the skewnesses and the number of categories find the corresponding multinomial ~O by means of (6.5) and (6 . 7).
2 . Use an iterative procedure resulting in a final E* -f whieh corresponds to a ~f in whieh the elements Pij,f differ from the true values p . .
~J
only to a small degree (for details see Figure 6 .3) .
3 . Check whether E* is a positive definite matrix by investigating it s eigenvalues.
4. If the smallest eigenvalue is positive the algorithm stops.
5. If there are eigenvalues less than zero, the in absolute sense largest negative eigenvalue is looked for; say its absolute value equals d .
6. In order to arrive at a positive definite correlation matrix the non-diagonal elements of ~f are divided by (I + d + E), where -5 E = 10 . Denot e this adapted matrix by ~~f' (Since for the models used in chapter 7 it was neve r necessary to adapt ~~, we do not comment on thi$ provision). Pt trom (6.5) and (6.7) 
. 4 Overview af the non-nar mal procedur e
The handling of the non-normal case can briefly be described as follows: 
